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Abstract. A method of determining flexible manufacturing system performance (throughput capacity) 
based on identifying elementary controlled events that occur during FMS operation and controlling this flow 
based on Shannon approach to evaluation of the quantity of information required for control is proposed. 
The behavior of the main FMS elements in the manufacturing process is suggested to be described using 
three types of random flows of square pulses – state, availability and propagation flows. The proposed 
mathematical model enables to choose the optimum relationship between FMS power margins, parts and 
tools supply and throughput capacity. 

1 Introduction 
Modeling is the most important tool while creating 
flexible manufacturing systems (FMS). The main types 
of models, applied to FMS shall be analytical and 
simulation ones (Table 1) [1-12]. 

The main goal of FMS control is the exact realization 
of the determined production plan. Where the qualitative 
indicators are represented by the maximum efficiency, 
implementability (coordination with production 
capacities), and information throughput capacity of 
control system required in the process of plan targets’ 
implementation [13-18]. 

The last question for FMS control systems 
determines the conditions in which computer-aided 
control system (CACS) is put in the process of plan 
implementation. It may seem that the effect achieved 
with increase in the degree of optimality of the planning 
algorithm is completely offset by additional costs of 
computer-aided operational control system. 

The determining of FMS performance (throughput 
capacity) is particularly important at its design stage. 
This requires the development of a model that 
adequately reflects the process and uses statistical data, 
available for relatively easy measurement on the 
operating FMS, as the source [19-24]. 

Regular elementary controlled events with different 
characteristics can be identified for FMS in mechanical 
engineering and instrument engineering, which are 
characterized by discreteness of products, consisting of 
multiple parts and assemblies, manufacturing facility, 
consisting of a number of machines with selected modes 
for moving and machining of products (various parts 
grouping for individual and mass manufacture). 

Startup of batch manufacture and adjustment of the 
process of its passage through the facility during its 

machining refer to such events in FMS. The volume of 
data to be received and processed by CACS for FMS 
when controlling an elementary event is usually quite 
steady and depends on the number of alternatives 
considered in the decision-making process. Their 
number is determined by the batch type, number of parts 
in a batch, time interval between sequential startups and 
the nature of startup and release (scheduled, ahead of 
schedule). Shannon approach to evaluation of the 
quantity of information required for high quality control 
of elementary events’ flow that occur in the process of 
FMS operation can be used with such choice of FMS 
elementary controlled events [25-29]. 

The elementary event control function involves 
synchronization of operation of the main elements of 
manufacturing process in accordance with the defined 
plan. 

2 Main part 
Behavior of the main FMS elements in the production 
process can be described using three types of random 
flows of square pulses, known as the flows of state, 
availability and propagation. 

State flows P(t) are generated from impulses with an 
amplitude of 1, random pulse duration and pauses 
between them. They characterize the performance of 
equipment, attachments, apparatus, and control software 
etc. over time, and the duration of their recovery, and are 
determined by the laws of pulses and pauses duration 
distribution. 

Availability flows A(t) are generated by pulses with 
variable amplitude and duration, characterizing the and 
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Table 1. Main FMS Models 

Model 
Type 

FMS Models Characteristics Use of models  

Models of FMS facilities   
 analytical Models of transport devices 

Models of processing centers  
Models of diagnostic measurement systems based 
on differential equations 

During the stage of 
development for calculation of 
parameters  
During the operation stages 
for calculation of regimes  
 

 simulation Models of vehicles, robotic manipulators, and 
machining systems response to random 
influences 

During the stage of 
development for evaluation of 
the elements’ parameters in 
case of application of an 
particular FMS  

Models of FMS processes   
 analytical Models of state flows synchronization of various 

FMS elements, including conveyor (e.g. based on 
the model of coincidence of random pulse flows) 

Calculation of FMS 
throughput capacity for 
various sets of parts 

 simulation Models of FMS comprehensive performance 
evaluation under various laws of elements’ state 
distribution 

Calculation of FMS operation 
modes 

 
resources by units of equipment, they are determined by 
the laws of amplitudes’ distribution and pulses duration. 

Pulse propagation flows B(t) characterize the flow of 
elementary controlled events passing through a particular 
equipment unit during machining. They are represented 
in two ways: as pulses with zero duration and variable 
amplitude, or as pulses with single amplitude and 
variable duration. 

In both cases pulses have random repetition interval 
and variable parameters — either amplitude or duration, 
proportional to the number of parts that have been 
machined on this equipment unit. 

Propagation flows are determined by the amplitudes’ 
distribution laws, duration of pulses and pauses between 
them. 

Synchronous behavior of production process 
elements is achieved by controlling, which obviously 
corresponds to time coincidence of random flows’ pulse 
parameters characterizing elements that determine the 
possibility of implementation of this part operation on 
this equipment unit. The result is the coincidence flow 
that corresponds to the propagation flow of machined 
products through an equipment unit. Application of n-
coincidence operation 
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is preceded by a number of additional operations: 
addition of the availability flow А (t) to the propagation 
flow В ( t )  
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separation of the propagation flow from the availability 
flow pool (reserves) for different parts operations time 
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conversion of the propagation flow into the state flow 
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conversion of the state flow into the propagation flow 
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where τ kkt ,  - are the random moments of state flow 
pulse occurrence and their duration; separation 
(subtraction) of the propagation flow from the 
availability flow ( ) ( ){ } ( ) ( ){ } ( )tBtBtARtBtAR kkk −= − ;; 1  
for ttt kk 1+<<

, 
( ) ( ){ } ( )tAtBtAR =;0 ; 

( ) ( ) ( ){ }tBtARtB kk ;1−≤   (6) 

The specified operations enable description of 
movement of the products’ material flow (deliveries, 
rejects) and precede the time coincidence of single 
amplitude pulses n(t). Further, the object of discrete 
manufacture is interpreted as discrete communication 
channel transmitting the propagation flow under noise 
conditions determined by parameters of state flows and 
n-coincidence operation. The actual and the required 
throughput capacity of the elementary facility (machine) 
control system can be determined based on the theorems 
of information theory, by calculating the entropy per 
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elementary event of the source - Н(х) for all input flows, 
receiver — Н(у) for all output propagation flows 
(coincidence flow) and based on n-coincidence operation 
- conditional entropy Нх(у). The actually provided 
throughput capacity per λ equipment unit with jλ parts 
machined on it, and the startup intensity of production 

batches T
N jλ  

( ) ( )[ ]yHyH
T

N
C xj

j −= λ
λ

λ max
 
  (7) 

With simultaneously used k equipment units the 
throughput capacity of FMS will be: 
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Additionally required throughput capacity from 
CACS for FMS, attributed to one controlled event, can 
be determined in accordance with Shannon's 10th 
Theorem. Here, CACS for FMS is considered as 
corrector of the channel, which is FMS. 

For the entire FMS with simultaneous use of k 
machines the additionally required CACS for FMS 
throughput capacity 
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at the same time the batch startup and release control 
require particular time regulated actions ensuring 
complete processing of information, decision-making 
and managerial activities. 

3 Conclusion 
Extension of FMS throughput capacity by means of 
CACS enables the implementation of a larger number of 
elementary controlled events at an average, while 
ensuring the required statistical parameters of the 
products propagation flow at FMS output. 

The estimate obtained from (9) represents the lower 
limit of CACS for FMS throughput capacity extension in 
order to ensure the admissible parameters of )(yH jλ  for 

all λ and ( )CCCj ∆+=− ''
min . The upper limit of 

throughput capacity extension Сmax is determined from 
the ratio, connecting FMS resources involved in 
manufacture during control automation Eτ with 
difference between the source entropy value of the 
output flows ( ) HyH x 0=  and the value achieved by 
extending CACS for FMS throughput capacity. This 
dependence can be determined as 

[ ][ ]eaEE HHk Т
Т 1max

011=    (10) 

and is similar to the dependence obtained by 
Academician V.A. Trapeznikov for complex 
manufacturing systems, at ( )yH addHT ≤1

 Cmax is 

determined from the expression 
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where F(с) determines the costs of CACS for FMS 
depending on its throughput capacity. In this case 
FMS entropy is - HT i

. The following relationship 
should be observed for efficiently designed system with 
optimum throughput capacity Сopt: 
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In addition to FMS control automation, the increment 
of ΔС value can be ensured by increasing the mean 
amplitude value of availability flows (reserves, 
manufacturing capacity, and FMS equipment). ΔС value 
depends on the distribution of total resources between 
individual flows Li . When Li  is changed for one of the 
participants in n-coincidence of elementary flows 
operation 
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where Н(х) – if the input flow entropy; а and k – are 
constants. 

The use of (13) enables choosing the optimum 
relationship between FMS power margins, supply of 
components and tools and CACS for FMS throughput 
capacity. 
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